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ABSTRACT 
Six Sigma is an effective approach to improve the various types of problems in many firms or sectors especially in the 

manufacturing enterprise both in process and product quality as well as in the services sectors. In this paper, the author has been 

investigated the improving of the product quality by using Six Sigma (SS) methodology DMAIC and DMADV through a lot of papers 

that achieved during the period (2010-2016), because in these years many papers have been done but don’t know how the 

procedure are followed. In this paper, the author tried to classifying this approaches and showed the approaches of Six Sigma 

methodologies used by each corresponding year and what is new approaches integrated by the Six Sigma (SS) methodologies to 

achieved high efficient methods. Also, this paper provides a good perception for researchers and help them to create new methods 

to improving product quality. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The relationship between the level of quality in Six Sigma design and tolerance for different operations is 
by half, while the mean deviation allowed as much as 1.5 the standard deviation from the desired goal. Thus, 
there are many kinds of problems related to the quality such as(i) Conformity Problems are defined by an 
underperformance by a well-specified system. (ii) Efficiency problems result from unsatisfactory performance 
from the standpoint of other stakeholders. (iii) problems result from performance issue, an unsatisfactory 
performance by a poorly specified system. (iv) product design problems related designing new products, the 
better satisfying user needs the expectations of customers that matter most to them. (v)problems related process 
design, involve designing new processes for reviewing existing processes[1].The main objective of any business 
is to make profit. For increasing the profit, the selling price should increase and/or the manufacturing cost 
should come down. Since the price is decided by the competition in the market, hence the only the way to 
increase the profit is to cut down the manufacturing cost which can be achieved only through continuous 
improvement in the company‘s operation[2]. 

The purpose of this study is to classify Six Sigma research articles according to their approach and 
Methodologies related to improving the product quality between the years 2010-2016. There is a lack of 
investigation in research papers conducted between these years related to the product quality. 

The paper consists of following sections: 
• Section 2 provides definition of six sigma. 
• Section 2 provides a Literature review. 
• Section 3 classification of literature along choose years.  
• Section 4 methodology. 
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• Section 5 provides further research and conclusions. 
 

1. Six Sigma definition: 
A Six Sigma is a strict implementation, focused on proven quality techniques and principles, Sigma letter 

(�) is a Greek alphabet letter used by census experts to measure a variability in a process. The performance of 
companies it is measured by the sigma level of their processes. In the normal level, the companies accepted 3 or 
4 sigma performance. Although those operations created between 6,200 and 67,000  (DPMO) defects per 
million opportunities. The Six Sigma standard of 3.4 defects (DPMO) it is a response to the increasing 
expectations of clients and the increased complexity of products as shown in Fig.1(Pyzdek 2003)[4]. There a 
common question; what difference between a Six Sigma and traditional three Sigma? The answer for this 
question is represent by two points, the first one is three Sigma just applied to manufacturing processes, while 
Six Sigma is applied to all businesses and processes. The second one is the capability of three Sigma process 
was one that had a process standard deviation should be no more than one-sixth of the total allowable spread, 
While the Six Sigma requires the process standard deviation should be no more than one-twelfth of the total 
allowable spread(Pyzdek2003). 

 
 
Fig. 1: Non-central normal distribution with 3.4 ppm sigma quality level [4]. 

 
Six Sigma is the tool through which we can improve the Quality and profitability by removing the cause of 

defects and variability in manufacturing and business processes. Six Sigma has been on an incredible run for 
over 14 years, producing significant savings to the bottom-line of many large and small organizations[5]. 

Six sigma can also be described as improvement of business approach that seeks to eliminate causes of non-
conformant and errors in services and manufacturing process by focusing on the critical outputs for customer 
and a revenues earned to the organization. Improved the product quality ten times by 1989s, and at least 100 
fold by 1991s[1]. Six Sigma goal is increase benefits by eliminating defects, variability, and waste and reduces 
the all unnecessary processes and finally achieving the customer loyalty for product and company[6]. It is 
recognized Six Sigma as a means of solving the problems that are using statistical tools to improve the quality of 
product and processes. Six Sigma now widely recognized as being of the high-performance driving non-
conforming strategy of the company's product and quality system[7]. Six Sigma is a business process that 
eliminates waste or flaws by focusing on outputs which are indispensable for the client. Through the use of 
DMAIC methodology (define, measure, analyse, improve and control), organizations can reduced waste in their 
operations[8]. The prestigious companies that want to make high quality products at lowest possible number of 
manufacturing defects it must ensure that the quality of all product components[9]. 

 
2. A Literature Review: 

Six Sigma application program with Taguchi technique has been developed an innovative effective 
methodology for controlling defects in die casting process in less experimental time and cost. Experimental 
design is used for process validation and improvement. The confirmation showed that the rejection rate was 
reduced to 4.8% from 17.22 %[4].In this study the authors used investigation of DMAIC methodology and root 
cause and defects [PloytipJirasukprasert, et al]. The principle of the Six Sigma has been applied to a factory that 
produces gloves. Where it has been identified that the transmission speed of conveyor belt and temperature 
supply in the process of production are the main reasons of defective gloves and hence by applying the 
mechanism of Sigma enabled to improve quality of the gloves from 2.4 to 2.9, that means to reduce its defects 
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per million opportunities from 195,095 to 83,750[10].[Hakeem Ur Rehman, Muhammad Asif, et al] The authors 
in this study applying Six Sigma DMAIC method to solve the problem in the telecommunications company 
when construction the cells at its site, where there are defective cells and this was costing the company 0.5 
million dollars as a rework of the return and maintenance that cells. Thus, through the application Six Sigma 
methodology solved this problem and achieve the yield up to $0.45 million to the company[11]. 

When integrated Six Sigma methodology with reliability techniques to detect weaknesses and defects of the 
product that lead to a very high reliability, this has been discussed by the study carried out by writers [Salman T. 
Al ‐Mishari, et al][12].[AnupamaPrashar]. In this study, the author solving the chronic and repetitive failure of 
cooling fan assembly at repair division of a company dealing in helicopter components. By applying a 
methodology of Six Sigma DMAIC and has been identified as the root problem is tolerances of bearings. The 
company expects will have a significant financial worth by eliminating this problem[13].[Gijo E.V., Antony 
Jiju, et al] In this study, the author wanted to show the power of Six Sigma methodology through its application 
in the process of grinding in the manufacture of automotive products. That proved to a reduction in problems 
related to the tolerance of equipment and has been improved the yield of 85% to 99%[14].[E.V. Gijo, Ashok 
Sarkar] in this study, the author applies the Six Sigma methodology to improve quality roads of the wind turbine 
farm. Identified many root causes for road damages and solutions were implemented to ensure sustainable 
roads[15]. 

[AnupamaPrashar ] in this study, the author tried to show the capability of Six Sigma methodology to 
improve the final quality of the product through reduction of errors in the tractor assembly and finally achieved 
the customer satisfaction. As a result of the implementation of DAMIC technique, field failure is reduced by 95 
percent were the majority failure in automation of lapping system; improvement in spring scragging system, 
change in piston design[16].[M. Natarajan, V. Senthil, et al] in this paper, the author has been integrated with 
two techniques Six Sigma and Maintenance procedure to a new product. A model called QUARNEWSS (stands 
for QUA – quality, R – reliability, NEW – new product and SS – Six Sigma). After designing, QUARNEWSS 
was approved to infuse quality and reliability in a new product, it's developed at a compressed air products 
manufacturing company [17].[Dr.RajendraTakaleet al] the author in this study deals with the five different of 
fuse manufacturing namely as HN-000, HN-0, HN-1, HN-2, HN-3, theyfound more benefit when applied Six 
Sigma methodology, one type of these benefit is to reduce the rejection of fuses to more than 7% also raised the 
sigma level from 4.31 to 4.56[18].[Wanga, Thong NgeeGohbet al] author in this case study applied in cold 
rolling mill in China by using the Black Belt project to meet the thickness requirements using the Six Sigma 
DMAIC methodology. After implementation of Six Sigma DAMIC, the company achieved significant 
profitability and more competence[19]. 

[HidayatDwiAmri] in this study the author applying Kaizen – Lean Sigma to the improvement of the 
pipeline project. The welding process in pipeline construction takes about 65% in the pipeline replacement 
schedule and critical path for the project. From two previous segments, contractor has a reject welding ratio 14% 
and reject material 7%, so it will be reduced by less than 5% and 3%[20].[Mahmoud M.ElAraby,et al] In this 
study the authors tried to integrated the common methods of quality management TQM, Six-sigma and lean 
methodologies to improve the quality of glass tubes, by reducing cycle time, reducing rejection rates, and 
reducing cost in a medium sized manufacturing plant producing fluorescent glass[21].[Ketan, H., Nassir, M.A] 
in this study, authors applied SS DMAIC (Define, Measurement, Analyse, Improve, Control) approach to 
improve the extrusion process for hot aluminium in the factory. The result from this study showed a great 
benefit achieved by reduction in DPMO from (536804) to (185795.09) and the SS level is improved from 1.4 to 
2.4. Finally the profit is increased from ID 127.000 to ID 223.000 per 1000 kg[22].[Sanjiv Kumar Tiwari, Ritesh 
Kumar Singh, et al] Authors in this study applying the SS DMAIC (Define, Measurement, Analyse, Improve, 
and Control) to reduce the rejection level in green sand casting process. This study showed that high-efficient 
approach to improve the rejection rate by 25.44 %[23]. [J. Fan and C. Qian, etc.] In this research author applied 
DMAIC of Six Sigma approach to analyse the limitations of the traditional life testing for. The (HBWLED) 
High-brightness white light-emitting diodes, to achieve comprehensive improvement in the test of operation cost 
and maintain high-reliability levels. The results showed that improving the all processes operation and also 
reduced operation time to 57.75% and reduced the cost of LED life test to 71.51% compared to traditional test 
for HBWLED [24]. 

 
3. Literature Review Analysis along choose years: 

From the sought the literature review, that can see clearly the Six Sigma methodologies are very useful and 
important to improve the product quality and achievement the customer satisfaction. From this context, the 
author also sees there are a very scarce new techniques in the SS for example integrated some method for 
improving product quality like the maintenance techniques with SS methodology. Thus, the author represented 
this literature in the Table below. 
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Table 1: Analyse the Literature Review 
Product Improving Industry Approach and Methodology 
Die casting Manufacturing  Developed an innovative methodology 
Gloves Manufacturing  DMAIC  
Construction the cells Communication  DMAIC  
Detect weaknesses and defects of the product Manufacturing  Integrated with reliability techniques 
Cooling fan assembly Manufacturing  DMAIC 
Quality roads Maintenance  DMAIC 
Tractor assembly/ Improve the final quality of 
product 

Manufacturing  DMAIC 

Designing, QUARNEWSS Manufacturing  Integrated with Maintenance procedure. 
Five different products HN-000, HN-0, HN-1, HN-
2, HN-3, 

Manufacturing  DMAIC 

Cold rolling mill Manufacturing  DMAIC 
pipeline project Manufacturing  Integrated with Kaizen – Lean Sigma 
glass tubes Manufacturing integrated with TQM and lean methodologies 
High-brightness white light-emitting 
diodes(HBWLED) 

Manufacturing DMAIC 

extrusion process for hot aluminium Manufacturing  DMAIC 
reduce the rejection level in green sand casting 
process 

Manufacturing  DMAIC 

 
From the Table (2) and Fig. (2) can conclude the highest percent was 66.66 % by the DMAIC method. The 

second per cent was 26.66 % integrated SS with maintenance & reliability method and finally, the percent was 
6.66 % developed an innovative methodology. So, that means the most researchers depending directly on the 
systematic method for Six Sigma and developing the new methods for SS is very small interested in the 
researcher. 

 
Table 2: The Percentage of Six Sigma Methods Used Through the Period 2010 -2016. 

Percentage  Type of Technique  
66.66%  DMAIC  
26.66%  Integrated SS with Maintenance & reliability   
6.66%  Developed an innovative methodology  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Percent of Six Sigma Methodologies in the period 2010-2016. 

 
From Table (3) and Fig. (3) can show the percentage of each method with respect to the corresponding year, 

so the DMAIC approach in the year 2014 is the greatest percent followed by the year 2012 indicated as 26.66 % 
and 20 % respectively. The years 2015 and 2016 showed the less percentage of using the DMAIC approach 
indicated as 13.33 % and 6.66 % respectively. While the years 2010 and 2013 were the same percent by using 
integrated method for Six Sigma as indicated 13.33 %. 

 
Table 2: the Percentage of Each Method Used Corresponding to the Year through the Period 2010-2016. 

Year Type of Technique Percentage 
2016 DMAIC 6.66 % 
2015 DMAIC 13.33 % 
2014 DMAIC 26.66 % 
2013 Integrated SS with Maintenance & reliability  13.33 % 
2012 DMAIC 20 % 
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Fig. 2: the Percentage of Six Sigma Methodologies through the Period 2010

 
4. Six Sigma Methodology: 

Six Sigma commonly has two technique to apply their methodology namely 
Measure, Identify, Control) and another one is 
used when the manufacturing plant or enterprise goals 
process, and service. While, DMADV
of a new redesigned product, process or service. In this context, briefly explain each type

• Define: Goals of the improvement process. The most important targets are obtained from customers. At 
the top level, the goals will be the strategic objectives of the enterprise, such as customer satisfaction, increased 
market share. At this stage should be to reduction the defect level in products because its main stage in the 
project. 

• Measure: In this stage have been an assessment the current system, processes, and procedures, and 
establish a reliable metrics to help to achieve goals th

• Analyse: In this step should identify the ways to reduce or eliminate the errors and gap that prevent to 
achieve desired current goals, usually used descriptive data and statistical tools in this stage.

• Improve: In this stage typically creative new ways or methods to do things, faster, cheaper, more 
accurate, more safety and so on, by using management tools and new approach to pursuing new goals.

• Control: to control the new system and check it validity should use the sta
working correctly and follow the procedures, policies, operation instruction by using tools such as such as ISO 
9001. 

The approach DMADV can be illustrate its procedure as follow:
• Define (D): Design activity should be askin

Why uses this design in specifically? Use the analytic hierarchical process to ensure that the goals are consistent 
with customer demands and enterprise strategy.

• Measure (M): Determine the critic
customer to the project goals. 

• Analyse (A): the available options to meeting goals determine the performance of similar best in class 
designs. 

• Design (D): the new product, process or service. Us
validate the design concept’s effectiveness in meeting goals.

• Verify (V): test validate of design’s effectiveness in the real operation.

2013Integrated 

SS with 

Maintenance & 

reliability 

2012DMAIC

2011Developed 

an innovative 

methodology

2010Integrated 

SS
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the Percentage of Six Sigma Methodologies through the Period 2010-2016. 

Six Sigma commonly has two technique to apply their methodology namely DMAIC
Measure, Identify, Control) and another one is DMADV (Define, Measure, Analyse, Design, Verify). DMAIC is 
used when the manufacturing plant or enterprise goals can be improving its performance by an existing product, 

DMADV used when the goal the manufacturing plant or enterprise can development 
of a new redesigned product, process or service. In this context, briefly explain each type 

: Goals of the improvement process. The most important targets are obtained from customers. At 
the top level, the goals will be the strategic objectives of the enterprise, such as customer satisfaction, increased 

this stage should be to reduction the defect level in products because its main stage in the 

: In this stage have been an assessment the current system, processes, and procedures, and 
establish a reliable metrics to help to achieve goals that identified by the previous stage. 

: In this step should identify the ways to reduce or eliminate the errors and gap that prevent to 
achieve desired current goals, usually used descriptive data and statistical tools in this stage.

stage typically creative new ways or methods to do things, faster, cheaper, more 
accurate, more safety and so on, by using management tools and new approach to pursuing new goals.

: to control the new system and check it validity should use the statistical tools to ensure form it 
working correctly and follow the procedures, policies, operation instruction by using tools such as such as ISO 

The approach DMADV can be illustrate its procedure as follow: 
Design activity should be asking some questions like that; what is the current design? And 

Why uses this design in specifically? Use the analytic hierarchical process to ensure that the goals are consistent 
with customer demands and enterprise strategy. 

Determine the critical Stakeholder perceptions. Translate the requirements of the 

the available options to meeting goals determine the performance of similar best in class 

the new product, process or service. Use simulation, predictive models, prototypes, etc. to 
validate the design concept’s effectiveness in meeting goals. 

of design’s effectiveness in the real operation. 
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 of methodology. 
: Goals of the improvement process. The most important targets are obtained from customers. At 

the top level, the goals will be the strategic objectives of the enterprise, such as customer satisfaction, increased 
this stage should be to reduction the defect level in products because its main stage in the 

: In this stage have been an assessment the current system, processes, and procedures, and 

: In this step should identify the ways to reduce or eliminate the errors and gap that prevent to 
achieve desired current goals, usually used descriptive data and statistical tools in this stage. 

stage typically creative new ways or methods to do things, faster, cheaper, more 
accurate, more safety and so on, by using management tools and new approach to pursuing new goals. 

tistical tools to ensure form it 
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Both DMAIC and DMADV are learning frameworks. Learning have to occur if the project or product is to 
provide the intended profit. The following Figure illustrate the hierarchical approach for these two 
methodologies. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: DMAIC Versus DMADV Methodologies[3].  

 
To achieve Six Sigma, a process have to not produce more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities. A Six 

Sigma defect is defined as anything outside of customer specifications. A Six Sigma opportunity is then the total 
quantity of chances for a defect. Process sigma can easily be calculated using a Six Sigma calculator [24]. 

 
5. further research and conclusions: 

Six Sigma, the zero defect approach, is used in more studies. Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and 
Control (DMAIC) problem-solving methodology is applied for most problem analysis in different sectors. So, 
by reviewing the literature noticed that the methodology of Six Sigma (SS) is an active and effective role in 
improving product quality along the period which has been selected between (2010 -2016). Also, the author 
noticed when integrated the methods of quality with Six Sigma method that gives a good approach to improve 
product quality such as Six Sigma with kaizen methodology, as well as Six Sigma with TQM methods etc. But 
there is a clear lack of innovation through modern methods related to improving product quality, for example, 
the merger between the maintenance and systematic methodology of Six Sigma is very scarce that seems clearly 
in the Fig. 3 above especially in the years 2012 and 2014. So the author recommends should be finding new 
ways to integrate them with the Six Sigma methodologies (DMAIC and DMADV) and so make the most of this 
approach is to take advantage in improving the product quality. 
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